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一、中文摘要

本計畫主要目的在運用類神經網路的計算能力，探討人類在語言、影像及聲音的認知過程。

在語言方面，我們旨在設計一個corpus-based的方法，針對文學家的作品，根據前後文資訊，將每個字編碼，進而提供“語意檢索”的功能。語意檢索並不是利用關鍵字的統計來決定相似度，系統找出的文章段落中所包含的文字與使用者輸入的文字甚至可能沒有交集，但是兩者蘊含了最相近的語意結構。

在影像認知方面，我們研究了Darwin V系統，並根據這個系統的視覺架構發展的一個視覺系統，將之運用到文字辨識中，觀察他的學習能力。我們同時也採用了Deborah Walters教授所提出的ρ-space架構作為擷取視覺特徵的部分。

在聲音認知上，我們針對人類歌聲做分析及合成，利用類神經網路抓取人聲中的特質，以做為合成時的參數決定。此計畫已經執行兩年完成。

關鍵詞：遞迴類神經網路、Elman Network、語意編碼、語意檢索、達爾文學習法、歌聲合成、文字辨識。

Abstract

The purpose of this project is to investigate the mental cognition process in language, image, and voice using the computational ability of recurrent neural networks.

On language cognition, the main idea is to design a system for semantic search. We encode words according to contextual information. Search results may have nothing in common with words of query, but they share similar semantic structures.

On image cognition, we have studied the Darwin V system. Then we developed a visual system, based on the visual part of Darwin V, to emulate the visual neuron activity of brain, and apply it to the pattern recognition task. We’ve used the ρ-space structure developed by Deborah Walters in 1987 as feature extraction part in our system.

On cognition of voice, we use neural networks to obtain the features of the voice in songs. The features will be used in synthetic singing.
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二、結果與討論

The information in literary works is rich. The task to read between the lines is challenging even for the most sophisticated system such as human brains. The main idea of this project is to design a corpus-based method to find semantic structures. We develop the "semantic encoding" of words based on their contextual information. A system for "semantic search" is further designed to transform the words or sentences users input into semantic encoding, and find the passages with similar semantic structures—even though the passages found may have no word in common with the input wording.

We investigate two semantic encoding approaches. The first encoding scheme is "semantic bit encoding", which means the semantic information is implicitly represented by the bits of the encoding. We use three algorithms and their combinations to develop the semantic encoding, including Non-negative Matrix Factorization [1], Semantic Associative Search [2], and Elman Network [5].

We use the works of Bertrand Russell to train the Elman Networks and form the data matrix in NMF and Semantic Associative Search. When the training completes, we can analyze the results to get the encoding.

The second encoding scheme is "semantic word encoding". Here we use the works of Mark Twain, who was famous for his extraordinary sense of humor and social concern. Self-organizing Map (SOM) is applied to investigate the relations among words in Mark Twain's vocabulary. Clustering according to their context vectors, words are encoded based on their unique context structures.

In this project we are trying to emulate the visual brain function and trying to build a system that use this technique to recognize characters or letters.

The techniques about pattern recognition are well developed. Most of the techniques are developed using the skills of graphic analysis, such as statistics and synthesis. But we are using neural network instead. Inspired by the idea of emulating the human brain, we think that using neural network to emulate visual neuron pathway is a fundamental for emulating the whole brain, a truly artificial intelligence.

At first we have studied the Darwin V system developed by Neuroscience Institute in 1998. An environment, a robot, and a control system compose this system. They use the key idea "emulating brain function" to build the control system, and train it. Their result was really amazing: the system learns how to distinguish objects by the different pattern on it after a relative short period of training. Our system is based on its visual part.

Our system uses two-layer
structure: the elementary feature extraction layer and the higher-order recognition layer.

In the elementary feature extraction layer, we use $\rho$-space structure that is developed by Deborah Walters in 1987. $\rho$-space is excellent in finding line sections with different orientation.

The higher-order recognition layer is composed by so called BCM neurons. BCM neuron was brought up by Bienenstock, Cooper, and Munro in 1982. It’s a neuron model describe the modulation of synapses. This model is based on temporal competition or pattern competition.

The output data of $\rho$-space layer is connected to higher-order recognition layer directly. We’ve used the standard English letter 24x24 bitmap font as training sample, and use handwriting letters to test if the system could recognition the handwrites as the right corresponding standard letters.

In the latter part, we have also introduced a theory of our brain (cerebral cortex), which is by Robert Hecht-Nielsen. The theory is not so certain, but it may provide us a different view of our brain.

In this project we use self-organization neural networks to analyze and extract the delicate features in the voice in songs. Once we have classified the voice features, we can use fewer data to express the songs. Compared with the conventional approach which is database-oriented, neural networks can recognize and classify the phonemes automatically.

Once we have the available data, we can train a nonlinear learning system. The input samples are the extracted features and the phonemes. The corresponding output is the frequency. When the training is complete, we have the relationships between the features and the frequency and we can use the relationships to automatically synthesize the voice.
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